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Covering every base: Speedlink presents the
ultimate gaming desk – the SCARIT
Weertzen, 20 February 2019: With the SCARIT, the gaming
accessories specialist Speedlink presents an ergonomically
designed desk optimised for gamers and other demanding users.
RGB keyboard? Check! RGB mouse? Check! Surround sound
headset? Check! And then what’s that? Yep, a good ol’ desk from
primary school days for all this cool gaming kit. “It doesn’t have to be
like this,” thought the Speedlink product developers. So they set about
creating the SCARIT: a desk that looks not only cool, but which also
features a host of practical gadgets that are sure to set any gamer’s
pulse racing.
“With the SCARIT, our gaming lineup gains an important new product.
Many gaming rigs have lacked a suitable podium. Now we’ve
developed the perfect stage to round off and showcase the setup in all
its glory,” explained Rainer Nawratil, Director of Product Management,
PR & Marketing at Speedlink.
In typical Speedlink style, the desk comprises a black MDF desktop with
sturdy red Z-shaped steel legs. Four adjustable screw feet allow the
desk to be levelled for solid, wobble-free stability – after all, who wants
a desk that goes rocking all over the place, especially not in the heat of
battle when precision and total control count. In addition, thanks to the
high-mounted crossbar users can move their legs around freely for hour
after hour of gaming comfort.
And to ensure gamers are not blasted out of the game because of
mountains of cable mess and accessories piling up around them, the
SCARIT boasts a headset stand and a cable management port to
prevent cable clutter before it even happens.
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Plus, should a sip of healing potion ever be needed, the SCARIT
features a handy drinks holder located within grabbing distance on the
side of the desk (and it can even be used for energy drinks).
“A perfectly arranged setup is often crucial for gaming victory. This
includes not only having the right input devices, but also the right
furniture.

Our

ergonomic

gaming

chairs have

already

proven

themselves in esports, and thanks to our new SCARIT desk we can
now offer the perfect platform that maximises success in the virtual
world while also looking really cool,” said Rainer in conclusion.

SCARIT Gaming Desk


Article number: SL-660100-BKRD



Z-shaped gaming desk



Cable-management system



Handy drinks holder



Headset/headphone stand



Black MDF desktop (18mm)



Metal desk legs in stunning red



4 adjustable screw feet for levelling and wobble-free stability



Dimensions: 1140 × 680 × 750mm (L × W × H)



Weight: 26kg



RRP: €159.99
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About Jöllenbeck
Jöllenbeck GmbH is one of Europe’s leading manufacturers of office & entertainment
peripherals. Since its formation, Jöllenbeck has positioned itself very successfully in
the PC, video gaming console and handheld accessories market. The product portfolio
®
of its own brand Speedlink includes sound systems, headsets, mice, mousepads,
®
keyboards, gamepads, joysticks and various other accessories. Speedlink products
feature impressive cutting-edge technology combined with design excellence and
®
outstanding functionality. Through Speedlink , Jöllenbeck is represented in over 40
countries worldwide.
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